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ABSTRACT
Keystroke Dynamics for User Authentication with Fixed and Free Text
by Jianwei Li
In this research, we focus on verifying user identity based on keystroke dynamics
obtained from fixed text or free text. For fixed-text typing behavior, multiple machine
learning and deep learning methods are considered, with XGBoost and Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) performing best. For free-text typing, we employ a novel feature
engineering method that generates image-like transition matrices. For this image-like
feature, a convolution neural network (CNN) with cutout achieves the best result
compared with previous work. Additionally, a hybrid model consisting of a CNN and
a recurrent neural network (RNN) is also shown to outperform previous research in
this field.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
User authentication is a critically important task in cybersecurity. Password
based authentication is widely used, as are various biometrics. Examples of popular
biometrics include fingerprint, facial recognition, and iris scan. However, all of these
authentication methods suffer from some problems. For example, passwords can often
be guessed and are sometimes stolen, and most biometric systems require special
hardware [1, 2, 3]. Moreover, research has shown, for example, that the accuracy
of face and fingerprint recognition on the elderly is lower than for young people [4].
Thus, an authentication method that can resolve some of these issues is desirable.
Intuitively, it would seem to be difficult to mimic someone’s typing behavior
to a high degree of precision. Thus, patterns hidden in typing behavior in the form
of keystroke dynamics can potentially serve as a strong biometric. One obvious
advantage of a keystroke dynamics based authentication scheme is that it requires
no specialized hardware. In addition, such a scheme can provide a non-intrusive
means of continuous or ongoing authentication, which can be viewed as a form or
intrusion detection. Coursera, an online learning website, currently employs typing
characteristics as part of its login system [5].
Research into keystroke dynamics began about 20 years ago [6]. However, early
results in this field were not impressive. Most of the existing research in keystroke
dynamics has focused on fixed-text typing behavior, which is also called one-time
authentication [1, 3, 7, 8, 9]. As discussed in Chapter 2, much of the previous research
in this field is based on multi-classification models trained on relatively small datasets.
There are several inherent problems with such an approach. First, if the number of
users is large, an enormous dataset is needed. Moreover, if a new user is added, or
the typing content is change, the model needs to be retrained. Furthermore, previous
1

work mostly applies traditional statistical machine learning methods, with limited use
of deep learning methods. There also seems to be a dearth of research into free-text
based keystroke dynamics authentication.
Compared with fixed-text keystroke dynamics, the free-text case presents some
additional challenges. First, the number of useful features may be distinct for each
input sequence. Second, the optimal length of a keystroke sequence for analysis is
a factor that must be considered---a longer sequence may include more noise, while
a shorter sequence might lack sufficient distinguishing characteristics. Moreover,
free-text keystroke sequences are harder to extract an effective hidden pattern, thus
find a robust solution is also a problem.
In this paper, we first apply multiple machine learning and deep learning methods
to the fixed-text classification problem. Then we consider the free-text keystroke
dynamics-based authentication problem. For this latter problem, we propose and
analyze a unique feature engineering technique. Specifically, we organize features
into an image-like transition matrix with multiple channels, where each row and
column represents a key on the keyboard, with the depth corresponding to different
categories of features. Then a convolutional neural network (CNN) model with cutout
regularization is trained on this engineered feature. To better capture the sequential
nature of the problem, we also build a hybrid model using CNN combined with Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) network. We evaluate these two models on open free-text
keystroke datasets and compare the results with the previous work. In addition, the
effect of different lengths of keystroke sequences and other factors in the models are
carefully analyzed.
The contribution of this paper include the following.
• A comparison of different machine learning methods for fixed-text keystroke
dynamics-based authentication
2

• A new feature engineering method that organizes features as an image-like
matrix for free-text keystroke dynamics-based authentication
• An analysis of cutout regularization as a step in the image analysis process.
• A careful analysis of various hyperparameters, including the length of keystroke
sequence in our free-text models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the basic
concept of keystroke dynamics-based authentication, and we outline our approach
to the problem. In Chapter 2, we discuss background topics, including the learning
techniques employed and the datasets we have used. Chapter 2 also provides a
discussion of relevant previous work. Chapter 3 describes the features that we use
and, in particular, we discuss the feature engineering strategy that we employ to
prepare the input data for our continuous classification models. Then in Chapter 4,
we elaborate all the architectures of the various models considered in this paper, and
we discuss the hyperparameter tuning process. Chapter 5 includes our experiments
and analysis of the results. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a conclusion and points to
possible directions for future work.

3

CHAPTER 2
Background
In this chapter, the paper first introduces research value of keystroke dynamicsbased authentication and its different categories. Then the previous related work
is also discussed. Finally, the datasets and machine learning methods used in this
research are elaborated.
2.1

Research Value
Authentication is the process that allows machines to verify people’s identity

when they try to access some protected resources and content, so the nature of
user authentication is a classification task. Many techniques have been invented
to help machines implement this goal today, in which keystroke dynamics-based
authentication is unlimited and ubiquitous because the technique requires no special
hardware devices. Moreover, once this technique is enough mature to deploy in a
production environment, it would generate enormous social values.
Precision and recall are two commonly used metrics to evaluate a classification
model. Specifically, precision is the fraction of real positive instances among predicted
positive instances, while recall is the fraction of positive instances that are predicted
correctly. Table 1 shows the different practical usage cases based on the degree of
precision, recall, and the research object of the task.
Table 1: Useful cases of keystroke dynamics-based authentication
Precision
high
high
low
high

Recall
high
high
high
low

Length of input squence
long
short
---

Scenarios
One-time Authentication
Everything
Intrusive Detection System, 2FA
Terrorist/Crime suspect tracking

While the precision and recall are both very high, the paper believes the usage
scenarios are only limited by the length of the keystroke dynamics sequence. Partic4

ularly, when the length of the keystroke sequence is short, this technique could be
applied anywhere. For example, the accounts of many web services are attacked and
banned due to the loss of passwords, which is suffered by many people. However, it
won’t happen again with the help of keystroke dynamics-based authentication because
attackers can be identified by their different input habits. These web services even
can support a random plain-text password in the login system because even if others
know the password, they cannot imitate the owner’s typing habit.
Conversely, if the length of the keystroke sequence has to be very long, the
method could be still used in one-time authentication. For example, when the user
needs to reset the password of the account in bank, most systems require the user
to answer security questions firstly. Many people suffer the question because the
answer was set many years ago and they can’t remember it. However, with the help
of the keystroke dynamics-based authentication, the users don’t need to remember
anything and all they need is to type something on the keyboard. In this way, the
typing pattern can be extracted and verified.
Moreover, the method is valuable even if one of two metrics is low. When the
recall is high, the intrusive detection system (IDS) can make use of the input habits of
users to increase the security level. Instead in the case of high precision, the method
can be used to track crime suspects or terrorists on the internet. In short, keystroke
dynamics-based authentication can generate enormous social value in many areas.
From the usage-cases point of view, keystroke dynamics-based authentication can
be divided into two kinds of tasks. The first kind is long-term keystroke dynamics-based
authentication, while the other is short-term keystroke dynamics-based authentication.
Meanwhile, according to the content of each keystroke dynamics input, it also can
be described as two kinds of tasks, which are fixed-text keystroke dynamics-based
authentication and free-text keystroke dynamics-based authentication.
5

2.2

Related Work
The researches of predecessors are currently divided into two categories. One is

one-time authentication based on fixed-text keystroke dynamics dataset, and the other
is continuous authentication based on free-text keystroke dynamics dataset. Jatin et al.
(2017) [3] implement a keystroke dynamics based authentication system using fuzzy
logic, and achieve the best accuracy of 98%. Their model keeps evolving because it can
update keystroke templates when users login successfully. Gutha et al. (2019) [7] use
Extreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost), Random Frorest, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),
Decision tree, and other machine learning methods to do multi-classification tasks
on a fixed-text keystroke dynamics dataset provided by Carnegie Mellon University
(CMU). The highest accuracy is from XGBoost, which up to 93.79%. However, their
experiments lack of hyperparameters-tuning work, thus the final results remain the
space to improve.
Hayreddin et al. (2017) [9] propose using CNN for the first time in the keystroke
dynamics-based authentication. Their model architecture is very similar to Yoon’s
(2014) [10] idea in the sentence classification task, which combines CNN and MaxPooling layer to generate a fixed-length vector. They feed the time-based feature vectors
into the model directly instead of reshaping the vectors into matrices. They also
explore the influence of different kernel sizes, different numbers of kernels, and the
different number of neurons in fully connected layers. Their model is evaluated in a
open fixed-text keystroke dataset, and the best equal error rates (EER) are 2.3% and
6.5% with and without the data augmentation respectively. However, their research
only focuses on the fixed-text keystroke dataset. In our research, we implement a
CNN-based model with some feature engineering work on the same dataset, and we
also explore the use of CNN in free-text keystroke datasets.
Faisal et al. (2016) [8] not only note the time-based features but also realized
6

that mobile devices can provide pressure-based features such as touch pressure and
touch size. By combining the information of these two kinds of features, they achieved
higher performance in experiments. In addition, they designed an algorithm to handle
typos. Particularly, when a typo is recognized, the duration of keystroke time between
the wrong key and backend key was ignored, while the same things happen for the
duration of time between the backend key and the correct key. Finally, a similar
method was applied for multiple consecutive typos. However, their research is also
based on fixed-text keystroke dataset.
Recently, more people turn to the research based on the free-text keystroke
dataset. There are two commonly used free text keystroke dataset in research, which
are Buffalo Keystroke dataset and Clarkson II keystroke dataset. We introduce them
more in Section 2.3. Buffalo keystroke dataset is collected by Yan et al. (2016) [11], and
they also use their dataset to evaluate the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) proposed
by Hayreddin et al. (2015) [12]. The best EER derived from their experiments is
0.01%. However, their experiments are limited on the keystroke data generated with
the same keyboard. In our research, the model is evaluated on entire Buffalo keystroke
dataset with different keyboards.
Pilsung et al. (2015) [13] divide the keyboard into three areas based on the layout
of the keys, which are left region, right region, and space region. These three areas
correspond to the keys typed by left hand, right hand, and thumbs separately. In
this way, the time-based features extracted from different adjacent keystroke pairs
falls into eight categories, which are L-L, L-R, R-R, R-L, R-S, S-R, L-S, S-L. Then
they compute the average time-based features in each group as a single feature value
and concatenate these values to a vector. Therefore, the free keystroke sequence is
embedded into a vector of length eight, which can be fed into different detection
models. However, their method fails to preserve the information behind the typing
7

pattern completely.
To improve the performance of authentication systems based on freely typed
keystrokes, Junhong et al. (2018) [14] propose a new user-adaptive feature extraction
method to capture the unique typing pattern behind the keystroke sequence. The
method proposed by them is to rank the time-based features based on the duration
of time, and split all these features into eight categories based on the rank order.
Similar to the method proposed by Rilsung, they calculate the average time-based
features of each category as a single feature value and concatenate these features to
vector. Meanwhile, They also believe this is a novelty detection problem instead of a
classification task because there are too many negative classes for any authentication
system. The experiments show their method significantly improve the performance
compared with Pilsung’s method. However, they also fail to make use of all information.
Eduard et al. (2013) [2] explore the use of Multi-layer perceptro (MLP) in
keystroke based authentication. However, their model considers the time-based
information between different keys separately, which means the model fails to aggregate
the information from the entire keystroke sequence. Therefore, the final evaluated
metric has to use top-5 accuracy because of its poor performance.
Mario et al. (2019) [15] propose a feature extraction model to capture users’ input
patterns. Then they tested the impact of different numbers of layers of deep learning
networks on the same experimental dataset and compared the effects of deep networks
with traditional machine learning methods. They implement the highest accuracy of
99.9% from a MLP with nine hidden layers. However, their architectures of neuron
network are only limited to feed-forward fully-connected layers, and the better result
is always acquired by adding the number of hidden layers. Specifically, the dataset
used in their research is different with this paper, thus our ultimate results are not
comparable.
8

Kobojek et al. (2016) [16] first propose using RNN-based model to do classification
task on keystroke datasets. They assumes that keystroke dynamics data have sequence
nature, which can be processed by recurrent neuron networks. They achieve the
best EER of 13.6% based on a benchmark dataset and have a deep influence on
xiaofeng’s [1] research.
Xiaofeng et al. (2020) [1] divide the continuous keystroke dynamics sequence into
keystroke subsequences with the same length and extract time-based features from
these subsequences. These features are organized as a fixed-length sequence data. The
data is fed into a complicated model combined by CNN and RNN to do classification.
Moreover, they designed an overlapping sliding window to generate multiple output
results, which are supplemented by a majority voting system to further improve the
accuracy of authentication. They implement the lowest EER of 2.67% and 6.61% in
two open free-text keystroke datasets. In our research, we propose a new architecture
based on their model and implement a lower EER.
2.3

Datasets
This paper evaluates the model on three open-sourced keystroke dynamics datasets.

One of them is a fixed-text keystroke dataset from CMU, while the other two are
free-text keystroke datasets from Clarkson University and University at Buffalo
respectively.
2.3.1

CMU Keystroke Dataset

Kevin S. and Roy A. collect this dataset at Carnegie Mellon University. The
dataset consists of keystroke-timing information from 51 typists, and each of them
types the password ".tie5Roanl" 400 times. All data is organized as a big table with
34 columns. The first column is the number of the research subjects, which ranges
from 002 to 057. The second column is the session number, which ranges from 1 to 8.

9

In this way, each session includes 50 data points. The third column represents the
𝑛-th typing behavior within each session.
As far as the rest 31 columns, they record the time-based information when the
research subject typing. The column beginning with "H" represents the holding time
of the corresponding key (the duration of time that the user presses the key on the
keyboard). The column starting with "DD" refers the duration of time from the
user pressing the previous key to pressing the next key, while the column starting
with "UD" refers the duration of time from the user releasing the previous key to
pressing the next key. Because the keystroke dynamics sequence consists of 11 keys
on the keyboard (the previous 10 keys correspond to input content and the last one
is "Enter"), so there is a total of 31 time-based features for each keystroke input.
This keystroke dataset is a fixed-text keystroke dynamics dataset because the typing
sequence is the same for each input and each user.
2.3.2

Buffalo Keystroke Dataset

Buffalo Keystroke Dataset is a free-text keystroke dynamics dataset. The dataset
is collected by University at Buffalo from 148 research subjects, and the research
subjects are asked to finish two typing tasks at a laboratory. The first task asks
participants to do a transcription of Steve Jobs’ Commencement Speech split into
three pieces, while the second task is some free-text questions. The collecting process
is designed and conducted in three separate laboratory sessions. In order to make the
data more generally, the interval between each session is 28 days. Additionally, only
75 research subjects finish the typing task with the same keyboard in different sessions,
while the remaining 73 subjects typing the content with three different keyboards in
three sessions.
This dataset is very primitive that only includes the timestamp when people press

10

the key (key-down) and release the key (key-up). In this way, the data is arranged as
a big table with three columns. The first column is the key that pressed or released,
while the second column indicates whether it is a pressing event or releasing event.
The third column is the relevant timestamp when these events happen. The total
average number of keystrokes in three sessions exceeded 17,000 for each research
subject. Moreover, this dataset provides the gender information of each subject.
2.3.3

Clarkson II Keystroke Dataset

Clarkson II keystroke Dataset is a free-text keystroke dynamics dataset, which
is collected by researchers at Clarkson University. This dataset is the only one
that collected out of the laboratory, which consists of the timing information from
101 subjects in a completely uncontrolled and natural setting over a period of 2.5
years. Compared with other datasets which are controlled with different degrees, the
participants in this dataset contribute their data with different computers, different
keyboards, different browsers, different software, and even different tasks (Gaming
or Emailing). In this way, the model or method that performs great in this dataset
would be enough convincing and general.
This dataset is also very primitive that only includes the timestamp when people
press or release the key. There are three columns in all data files, in which the value
of first column is 1 or 0 that refers to a key-up event or a key-down event separately
and the other two columns correspond to the key and timestamp. Each file records
the keystroke events for one research subject. The average number of keystrokes for
each research subject up to 125,000. However, the keystroke events happened not
uniformly. Someone contributes only a small amount of keystrokes. Therefore, only
data from 80 participants can provide records of keystroke events exceeding 20,000.
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2.4

Traditional Machine Learning Algorithms
In this research, multiple traditional machine learning methods are used to do

authentication on the fixed-text keystroke dynamics dataset. Meanwhile, a hyperparameter tuning algorithm is applied to find the best hyperparameters.
2.4.1

Random Forest

Random Forest [17] is a supervised and tree-based machine learning method
used to resolve classification and regression tasks. This algorithm consists of a large
number of individual decision trees. Each of them makes a decision based on a subset
of features and a subset of samples. The subset of samples is sampling from the entire
dataset uniformly with replacement. Finally, the output is generated by majority vote
or averaging.
2.4.2

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [18] is a powerful supervised machine learning
method. SVM is believed that can be analyzed theoretically using computational and
mathematical theory, while also implement great performance in practical problems.
The objective of SVM is to find a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space that can
classify the data points into different classes. The background idea of the algorithm
is to maximize the margin distance between all data points and the hyperplane. In
this way, the future data points are believed to fall in the right region with more
confidence.
2.4.3

K-nearest Neighbors

𝐾-nearest Neighbors (KNN) [19] is a supervised machine learning algorithm used
to resolve classification and regression tasks. KNN assumes the data points with the
same class or same features are closer to each other than other points with different
classes. With this assumption, the algorithm finds 𝐾 closest labeled data points to
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the target without the label by ranking with the distance between them, then applies
majority vote or averaging to predict the label or value of the unlabeled data.
2.4.4

XGBoost

XGBoost [20] is one of the most powerful and efficient implementations of the
Gradient Boosted Trees, which import a specific loss function to evaluate the split
operation. Comparing the normal decision trees, XGBoost considers the complexity
of the architecture in the process of training instead of pruning after building the
tree. Significantly, XGBoost adopts Classification and Regression Tree (CART) as
the basic unit, which is the secret of efficiency.
2.4.5

Bayes Optimization

Naive Bayes is a supervised machine learning method used to predict the probability that the given observation belongs to a particular class. The background idea
is Bayes’ theorem with conditional independence assumptions between the features.
Building a Naive Bayes model with the hyperparameters of the original model as
features and the evaluated metrics on the test dataset as labels is an efficient way
to find a suit of hyperparameters that could generate a good result on the original
model with high probability. In practice, Bayesian optimization has been shown more
powerful compared to grid search and random search [21].
2.5

Deep Leaning Algorithms
In this research, the deep learning methods are applied to both fixed-text and

free-text keystroke datasets. The basic modules in our final architectures include
"Vanilla" Artificial Neuron Network (ANN), CNN, and RNN. Besides, the paper
applies Cutout to preprocess the input data.
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2.5.1

Multilayer Perceptron

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [22], which is a supervised learning algorithm,
mostly refers to ANN with at least one hidden layer. MLP consists of a collection of
connected perceptrons or nodes called artificial neurons, which stimulate the neurons
in the human brain. The non-linearity provided by the activation function in each
neuron is the key to resolve complicated practical problems. The information behind
the input data was transformed to different signals through the entire network to
generate a final prediction.
2.5.2

Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [23] is a special neural network that makes
use of convolution kernels to capture the local information from image-like data.
The kernel shifts over the input space and shares the weight at different locations.
Therefore, the CNN model is faster than the vanilla neural network because of fewer
parameters. Moreover, multi-layer convolution layers can help the model to extract
the semantic information at different resolutions in computer vision tasks.
2.5.3

Recurrent Neural Network

A recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [24] is mostly used to handle the sequence
or time-series data. For example, text and speech. The information hidden in the
previous state and future state in a sequence can be used to predict the state of the
current node or time step. There are two similar structures called Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) [25] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [26], which can handle longer
window information in sequence data compared to simple RNN. In practice, RNN,
LSTM, GRU have been shown good performance at speech recognition, sentiment
analysis, neuron machine translation, and etc.
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2.5.4

Cutout

Traditional computer vision tasks make use of Dropout [27] to prevent overfitting
problems, and mostly it works very well for fully-connected layers. However, its
performance is trivial on the convolutional layers because convolutional layers have
fewer parameters and the connected pixels in the image data share the same information.
To resolve this problem, Cutout [28] is proposed to do Dropout in the input space.
Specifically, new images are generated by random digging some square holes in the
original image and filling with the default value. In this way, the dataset is augmented
and the model would like to learn more of the image context rather than some key
features. Finally, a model that is more robust and good at handling images with
occlusions is generated.
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CHAPTER 3
Feature Engineering
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are three open keystroke datasets. The first one
is a fixed-text keystroke dataset and the features have been extracted and organized
greatly. However, the other two open free-text keystroke datasets only provide very
primitive information. Therefore, this chapter introduces different kinds of features
and the necessary feature engineering work.
3.1

Feature Categories
With the development of mobile devices, keyboards in the modern sense are no

longer limited to physical keyboards, but also include any virtual devices that allow
users to input. The paper believes there are two kinds of hidden patterns behind
the input behavior and can be used to distinguish input subjects. The first hidden
pattern is derived from the time-based information, while the second hidden pattern
is extracted from pressure-based features.
Different users have different sensitivity to different keys and words. A person
familiar with the keyboard layout takes a shorter time to input the same text than a
person unfamiliar with the layout. The time spent by the same person on different
input content is also different. When the duration of time is accurate to millisecond
level, the difference can be obvious enough to help distinguish users. Moreover, When
the input is long enough, the time duration between particular keystroke pairs for
that particular user can be estimated by the average value. In this way, the time
spent on the another input from the same person can also be predicted. Therefore,
the time-based information can be used to do authentication.
When the input behavior happens on a virtual keyboard of mobile devices, another
kind of information from the touch event is also believed to be helpful. For example,
people of different ages touch the screen differently. Children and elderly people touch
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the screen of the mobile phone slightly when they input, while adults may touch the
screen heavily. And mostly a man touches the screen heavier than a woman. The
paper also believes the pressure when the same person presses the different keys is
different. Moreover, the finger size is different for people, so the touch size is different
when people input. Because of the different layout of keys, people may press the keys
at different angles. In this way, the touch size is also different when the same person
presses the different keys.
3.2

Five Time-based Features
In this research, the paper mainly focused on the time-based features because they

are easily extracted from three open keystroke datasets. The time-based features refer
to the duration of time spent on two adjacent keystrokes. Figure 1 shows five different
kinds of features extracted from the timestamp information of different keystrokes in
the sequence.

Figure 1: Five time-based features
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A, B represent two adjacent input keys, and Press, Release represent the keydown event and key-up event respectively. Five kinds of time-based features are
Duration, DD-time, UD-time, UU-time, and DU-time. In this paper, Duration means
the time that the user holds the key continuously. In other words, it’s the duration
from pressing a key to releasing the same key. For the other four features whose
names start with U or D, U means a key-up event, D means a key-down event, and
’time’ means the duration of time between these two events. The order of the first two
characters represents the order of occurrence of the two events. so these four features
are all aimed at digraph pairs instead of a single key. In this way, for two adjacent
keystroke events, six features can be extracted, which are Duration-A, Duration-B,
DD-time, UD-time, UU-time, and DU-time.
3.3

Length of Keystroke Sequence
In Chapter 2, the paper divides keystroke dynamics-based authentication into

four categories based on the length and consistency of the keystroke sequence. For the
fixed-text keystroke dataset, the length and content of the keystroke sequence are the
same for each input and each user. For the free-text keystroke dataset, the original
data is a long keystroke sequence longer than 10,000 for each user, so researchers have
to split the entire keystroke sequence into multiple subsequences. Each subsequence
is viewed as an independent keystroke sequence from the corresponding person. The
previous research shows that the short keystroke subsequences decrease the accuracy
of the final model, while the long keystroke subsequences may import more noise.
Therefore, the paper does feature engineering work in different lengths of keystroke
sequence to find the best value.
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3.4

Keystroke Dynamics Image
In Chapter 2, the paper introduces three open keystroke datasets used in this

paper. For the free-text keystroke datasets, the paper divides the entire keystroke
sequence into multiple subsequences. Then for each subsequence, five kinds of timebased features are extracted. Moreover, due to the different adjacent keystroke pairs
in a particular subsequence, hundreds of different features can be generated. For
example, if key A and key B in Section 3.2 change to key C and key D, another six
features can be generated. Therefore, for a keystroke subsequence of length 50, there
are 49 × 6 = 294 (50 keystrokes can generate 49 adjacent keystroke pair, each pair
can generate six time-based features) time-based features. Due to the probability of
the same adjacent keystroke pair, the real number of features may be less than 294.
And for the same feature with multiple values, the mean value is computed as the
final feature value.
The paper view each keystroke subsequence as a independent input sequence for
the corresponding person. Hundreds of time-based features are extracted and wait
to be fed into the continuous model. The paper proposed a new feature engineering
method to organize these features. Due to UD-time, DD-time, DU-time, and UU-time
are some information related to two keystroke events, the paper organizes these four
kinds of features as a transition matrix with four channels. Each row and each column
in this matrix corresponds to a key on the keyboard, and each channel corresponds to
one kind of feature. Figure 2 shows how to organize these features into a transition
matrix. For example, the value at row i and column j in the first channel of the
matrix refer to the UD-time between key i and key j. Similar things happen on
other locations and channels. For the last kind of feature, Duration is organized as
a diagonal matrix and added to the transition matrix as the fifth channel. In this
channel, only diagonal locations have values because Duration feature is only relevant
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to one key. Finally, all the features generated from the keystroke subsequence are
embedded in a transition matrix with five channels. The paper believes some unique
information related to the human fingers is stored in this matrix, and this matrix is
called keystroke dynamics image (KDI).

Figure 2: Keystroke dynamics image in free-text keystroke dataset
In two free-text keystroke datasets, they both contain more than one hundred
different keys. To prevent the transition matrix from being too sparse, the paper only
considers the time-based features of 42 commonly used keys. These 42 keys include 26
English characters (A-Z), 10 Arabist numbers (0-9), and six meta keys (Space, Back,
Left-Shift, Right-Shift, Tab, Capital). Therefore, the shape of the transition matrix
is (5, 42, 42). Moreover, the paper also considers adding position encoding for this
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matrix. Specifically, we arrange the keys related to the same finger together. Figure 3
describes the process to add position encoding. Finally, the paper views this transition
matrix as a special image with five channels and applies the continuous CNN-based
neuron network to do a classification task. For the fixed-text keystroke dataset, the
features have been organized as a vector of length 11 and the number of features is too
small, so we give up doing this feature engineering work on the fixed-text keystroke
dataset.

Figure 3: Position encoding for keystroke dynamics image

3.5

Keystroke Dynamics Sequence
In Section 3.4, the time-based features extracted from keystroke sequences are

organized as a transition matrix, then a CNN-based neuron network is built to do the
authentication task. In this section, the paper explores the probability to apply an
RNN-based neuron network in the authentication task since the nature of keystroke
sequence is sequence data,
For the fixed-text keystroke dataset, the keystroke sequence is the same for each
input and each user. Participants were asked to type the same content (".tie5Roanl")
on the keyboard. In addition to the 10 keystrokes corresponding to 10 characters
in the typing content, there is another keystroke corresponding to "Enter" at the
end of typing behavior. In this way, the length of the keystroke is 11, and then
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Figure 4: Keystroke dynamics sequence in fixed-text keystroke dataset
time-based features can be extracted from each adjacent keystroke pair. This dataset
only extracts three kinds of time-based features (UD-time, DD-time, and Duration),
so we have 10 DD-time features, 10 UD-time features, and 11 Duration features.
The original dataset organizes these 31 features into a single vector, so we evaluates
different machine learning methods (Random Forest, SVM, KNN, MLP) based on
this feature vector. However, this vector can’t be utilized by an RNN-based neuron
network, some additional work shows in Figure 4 is necessary.
A keystroke in a keystroke sequence can be viewed as a word in a sentence. With
this background idea, this paper bonds the UD-time and DD-time extracted from
two adjacent keystrokes with the Duration of the previous keystroke. In this way,
for each keystroke, there is vector with three features to represent it. Finally, a
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Figure 5: Embedding for each key in free-text keystroke dataset
sequence matrix which shape is (11 × 3) is generated and fed into the continuous
RNN/LSTM/GRU neuron network. This sequence matrix is called fixed keystroke
dynamics sequence (Fixed-KDS). Considering the features in the current keystroke
associating with keystrokes in both forward and backward directions, an idea that
transforms the data to be processed by an bi-directional RNN-based neuron network
is acceptable.
For two free-text keystroke datasets, the keystroke sequence is different for each
input and each user. In this way, the sequence data like Fixed-KDS can’t be compared
with each other directly because the features are extracted from different keystrokes.
In order to resolve this problem, the paper considers to encode each keystroke and
add the encoding information to the embedding vector. Specifically, we tries index
encoding, one-hot encoding, and word2vec in experiments to find the best encoding
method. Moreover, we expand the original embedding size from 3 to 6 by adding
another three time-based features. Figure 5 shows the final embedding vector for
each adjacent keystroke pair, and Figure 6 describes the process that transform the
input sequence to the targeted matrix. This targeted matrix is called free keystroke
dynamics sequence (Free-KDS). In this way, the encoding of different keystrokes is
embedded into the sequence data, then the newly generated data can be fed into an
RNN-based neuron network.
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Figure 6: Keystroke dynamics sequence in free-text keystroke dataset
3.6

Data Augmentation
As mentioned in Section 2.5.4, Cutout is a regularization technique which can

be used to prevent overfitting in the input space. By artificially adding occlusions to
the image or image-like data, the network pays more attention to the image context
instead of a specific position. In this way, the dataset is augmented because some
new occluded images or image-like data are generated. The paper applies Cutout in
the KDI mentioned in Section 3.4 and Free-KDS mentioned in Section 3.5. However,
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the encoding of keystrokes in the latter work refuses to join this process because it’s
definitely valuable information and without noise. The gray blocks in Figure 2 and
Figure 6 are occlusions added by Cutout, where the default value in these positions is
0.
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CHAPTER 4
Architecture
In this chapter, the paper first introduces how to make a choice between the
multiclassification model and the binary classification models for the different keystroke
datasets. Then paper elaborates the architectures of different machine learning models
implemented in this research. Meanwhile, the hyperparameters tuning work is also
discussed.
4.1

Multi-classification or Binary Classification
CMU keystorke dataset, Buffalo kystroke dataset and Clarkson II Keystroke

dataset contain 51, 101, and 148 subjects respectively. Our final goal is to verify
people’s identity based on the time-based features from the keystroke sequence.
Obviously, this is a typical classification problem. However, should we train a
multiclassification model or multiple binary classification models? In practice, the
number of users of different online services is as high as millions or even more. To
train such a large multiclassification model needs a large amount of resources and
time. Moreover, once a new user joins, the entire model has to be retrained, which is
unacceptable for business.
In order to make the research have actual deployment value, the study decided to
train a binary classification model for each user instead of a huge multiclassification
model. Although there will be a very large number of models, the time and resources
consumed by each model is very small. Moreover, if new users register, all we need to
do is to train a new binary classification model for each newly added user, without
affecting the existing models. Particularly, the research generates positive samples and
negative samples for each user in the service. The detailed approach is to take out all
the relevant data points of the target user as positive samples and select negative data
points from all the remaining non-target users’ samples in proportion to constitute
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the negative samples. In practice, it is not necessary to draw samples proportionally
from all non-target users, while a better way is to select a subsample with a fixed
number of users in advance.
Considering the number of subjects in the CMU keystroke dataset is only 51 and
the feature vector is very simple compared with the other two keystroke datasets,
it’s reasonable to train a multiclassification model that makes use of overall training
samples. Therefore, in this research, a multiclassification model is chosen for fixed-text
keystroke dataset, while multiple binary classification models are chosen for the other
two free-text keystroke datasets.
4.2

Hyper-parameters Tuning
In order to get the best performance from Random Forest, SVM, KNN, and

XGBoost, the study applied Bayes Optimization to search the best hyperparameters
for them respectively. The detailed process is elaborated in Section 4.3. For the deep
learning methods, the study uses grid search to find the best parameters for initial
learning rate, optimizer, number of epochs, and learning rate schedule. Generally, the
values shown in Table 2 generate the best result. To ensure the fairness of model
comparison, the research uses the same parameters for different deep learning models.
As far as the factors that change the architecture of the model, the paper also builds
comparative experiments to explore their influence on the final performances.
Table 2: Best Hyperparamters of Deep Learning Models
Parameter
Training epochs
Initial learning rate
Optimizer
Learning schedule
number of experiments

Search space
100, 200, 500, 1000
0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001
Adam, SGD, SGD with Momentum
StepLR (0.1, 0.3, 0.5), Plateau
--
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Best value
200
0.01/0.001
Adam
StepLR 0.1
50

4.3

Implementation for fixed-text keystroke classification
For the fixed-text keystroke dataset, the research utilizes the CMU keystroke

dataset to evaluate different models. Particularly, Random Forest, SVM, KNN,
XGBoost, MLP, CNN, and RNN are applied to train a multi-classification model
separately.
4.3.1

Random Forest

Section 2.4.1 describes the main idea of Random Forest, and Section 2.4.5
introduces Bayes optimization used in hyperparameter tuning. In this study, four
parameters of Random Forest are chosen to optimize, which are the number of decision
trees, the max depth of each decision tree, the minimal number of samples in the
leaf node, and the minimum number of samples required to split. Specifically, the
research makes use of different combinations of values of these parameters and the
corresponding final results to build a Bayes model, and ultimately this model generates
a group of parameters that may bring the best result with high probability. Table 3
shows the search range for each parameter of Random Forest and the optimal value
used in our experiments.
Table 3: Best hyperparamters of Random Forest
Parameter
n_estimaters
max_depth
min_samples_leaf
min_samples_split
number of experiments

4.3.2

Search space
Range[100, 1000]
None, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 35, 40
Range[1, 10]
Range[2, 5]
--

Best value
1000
35
1
2
50

Support Vector Machine

Section 2.4.2 describes the main idea of SVM, and Section 2.4.5 introduces Bayes
optimization used in hyperparameter tuning. The study choose four parameters of
SVM to optimize, and they are the value of regularization parameter, the kernel
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function, and two coefficients of corresponding kernel function respectively. Similarly,
a Bayes model is built to search the optimal values of these parameters. The search
space for each parameter and the optimal values are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Best hyperparamters of Support Vector Machine
Parameter
C
gamma
degree
kernel
number of experiments
4.3.3

Search space
Real(1e-6, 1e+6, log-uniform)
Real(1e-6, 1e+1, log-uniform)
Range[1, 8]
linear, poly, rbf
--

Best value
920319
0.61620
8
rbf
50

K-nearest Neighbors

Section 2.4.3 describes the main idea of KNN, and Section 2.4.5 introduces Bayes
optimization used in hyperparameter tuning. Comparing with Random Forest and
SVM, the study only choose three parameters of KNN to optimize, which are the
number of neighbors used by default to query, the weight function used in prediction,
and the distance category. Likewise, the research also build a Bayes model to generate
a suit of parameters with the highest probability to bring best result. Table 5 shows
the search space for each parameter of KNN and the optimal value used in our
experiments.
Table 5: Best hyperparamters of K-Nearest Neighbors
Parameter
n_neighbors
weight
p
number of experiments
4.3.4

Search space
Range[5,50]
uniform, distance
[1, 2, 3]
--

Best value
5
distance
1
50

XGBoost

As mentioned in Section 2.4.4, XGBoost is powerful because of its beautiful design
of loss function which considering the complexity of the model architecture. In this
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way, the paper mainly explores the optimal value of parameters that can influence
the final loss. Specifically, the chosen parameters include the number of estimators,
the learning rate, the max depth of each tree, and the minimum weight of the leaf
node. Table 6 shows the search space for each parameter and its final optimal value.
Table 6: Hyperparamters of XGBoost
Parameter
n_estimators
learning_rate
max_depth
min_child_weight
number of experiments

4.3.5

Search space
Range[100, 1000]
Real(0.01, 1.0, log-uniform)
Range[1, 10]
Range[1, 5]
--

Best value
1000
0.21
2
1.4
50

Multi Layer Perceptron

The architecture of MLP adopt by this paper is shown in Figure 7. This vanilla
neuron network consists of four fully connected layers, in which the number of neurons
in each layer is 512, 256, 144, and 51 respectively. The output of the last layer is
fed into a softmax function to calculate the corresponding probability for each class.
Specifically, a Relu activation function and a batch normalization layer are added
behind the first and second dense layers. The loss function of the model is the cross
entropy loss for the traditional multi-classification tasks.
4.3.6

CNN-based Neural Network

The architecture of the CNN-based neural network for fixed-text keystroke dataset
is shown in Figure 8. The input data for this model is Fixed-KDS mentioned in
Section 3.5. The architecture of the model is similar to textCNN [10] which makes
use of CNN to process sequence data. The main idea is to apply multiple rectangle
kernels instead of square kernels. Specifically, the width of all kernels is same with
the embedding size for each word, so the output for each convolution kernel is a
one-dimension vector. Then multiple MaxPooling layers are added to process these
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Figure 7: Architecture of MLP for CMU fixed-text dataset
vectors and generate the only feature for each kernel. Finally, these generated features
are concatenated to a one-dimension vector, and several fully connected layers are
used to produce the ultimate prediction.
Similarly, our model views each keystroke event as a word and each keystroke
sequence as a sentence. In this way, six different convolution kernels are applied to this
sequence data, and continuous max-pooling layers extract the only most important
feature for each kernel. Then the concatenated vector is fed into three dense layers,
and the softmax function is used to output the ultimate probability for each class.
Specifically, a dropout layer is added after the penultimate layer and the loss function
of this model is the cross entropy loss for the traditional multi-classification tasks.
4.3.7

RNN-based Neural Network

The architecture of the RNN-based neural network for fixed-text keystroke dataset
is shown in Figure 9. The input data for this model is Fixed-KDS mentioned in
Section 3.5. The idea of this model is from the sentiment analysis task. Since the
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Figure 8: Architecture of CNN-based neural network for free-text datasets
nature of the keystroke sequence is sequence data, the paper considers applying a
two-layers bi-directional RNN neuron network. By replacing RNN basic unit with
LSTM and GRU, another two similar neuron networks are generated. This model
is believed that can aggregate the information from forwarding and backwarding
directions at the same time. Likewise, the loss function is still the cross entropy loss
function for the traditional multi-classification tasks.
4.4

Implementation for Free-text Keystroke Classification
For the free-text keystroke dataset, the research mainly utilizes Buffalo free-text

keystroke dataset and Clarkson II keystroke dataset to evaluate two kinds of models.
Specifically, a Convolutional Neural Network is applied to the KDI mentioned in
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Figure 9: Architecture of RNN-based neural network for CMU fixed-text dataset
Section 3.4, and a hybrid model that combines CNN and GRU is applied to the
Free-KDS mentioned in Section 3.5.
4.4.1

CNN-based Neural Network

The architecture of CNN-based neural network for free-text keystroke datasets is
shown in Figure 10. The input of this model is KDI mentioned in Section 3.4, so the
most important part of this model is to view the transition matrix as an image and
process it. The model includes two convolution stages, in which two convolutional
layers combined with relu function and a max pooling layer are aggregated. Following
them, there are three fully connected layers. Additionally, a dropout layer is added to
prevent overfitting and a sigmoid function is used to compute the final probability of
a positive sample.
4.4.2

CNN-RNN Neural Network

The architecture of CNN-RNN neural network for free-text keystroke datasets is
shown in Figure 11. The input of this model is Free-KDS mentioned in Section 3.5.
As shown in Fig 11, the region 1 (blue box) is the encoding for different keys, while
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Figure 10: Architecture of CNN-based neural network for free-text datasets
the region 2 (red box) is the time-based features between adjacent keystroke pairs.
Specifically, 32 convolutional kernels (purple box) shifts along with the keystroke
sequence direction, thus a sequence matrix with embedding size 32 is generated. Then
this output matrix is fed into a 2-layers GRU network following with a fully connected
layer.Finally, a sigmoid function is used to compute the final probability of a positive
sample.

Figure 11: Architecture of CNN+RNN neural network for free-text datasets
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CHAPTER 5
Experiment & Result
In this chapter, the experiment strategy and the evaluation metrics are introduced
firstly, then the paper shows the performance of different models over the three open
keystroke datasets. Moreover, the results of these models and their variants are
analysed and compared with each other.
5.1

Experiment Strategy
As mentioned in Chapter 4, for fixed-text keystroke dataset, the research only

trains a multiclassification model for each machine learning algorithm. For the freetext keystroke dataset, the research trains 𝑁 binary classification models, where 𝑁 is
the number of subjects. Meanwhile, we apply 5-folds CrossValidation to compute the
average performance of each method.
5.2

Experiment Metrics
This research adopts two metrics to evaluate the final result. The first metric is

accuracy, which can be calculated with the Equation 1. TP and TN represent the
number of positive samples and negative samples that are classified correctly. FP
and FN represent the number of positive samples and negative samples that failed to
classify. The threshold used to classify positive samples and negative smaples is 0.5
for all machine learning methods.
accuracy =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁

(1)

In our research, there are two kinds of misclassification errors. False positive
rate (FPR) refers to the fraction of negative samples classified wrongly in all negative
samples, while False negative rate (FNR) refers to the fraction of positive samples
classified wrongly in all positive samples. Specifically, there is a trade-off between
FPR and FNR. We can lower one of them at the cost of the other by changing the
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threshold that used to classify positive samples or negative samples. For different
classification models, the best performance can be acquired with different thresholds.
In order to find a metric that is threshold-independent, we compute the EER to
compare the performance of different models. EER is the value of FPR or FNR when
FPR is equal to FNR by change the threshold to vary in the range [0, 1]. Figure 12
shows how to use FPN and FNR to compute the value of EER.

Figure 12: EER definition
5.3

Result of Fixed-text Keystroke Dataset
The best performance of machine learning models applied to the fixed-text

keystroke dataset comes from XGboost and MLP, where the highest accuracy is up to
95%. Following that, the RNN-based neuron network, CNN-based neuron network,
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and Random Forest also generate competitive results. The research discovers the
basic unit of the RNN-based neuron network has hardly improved the performance
after being replaced with LSTM or GRU. This can be explained by that most valuable
information of the sequence data that can be used to do authentication is stored in
adjacent keystroke pairs, while the information stored in more forward or backward
positions has little effect in our research. Therefore, GRU and LSTM hardly improve
the performance compared with RNN. The lowest accuracy come from the SVM and
KNN. Figure 13 shows the highest accuracy of these methods.

Figure 13: Performances of different models on CMU keystroke dataset
5.4

Result of Free-text Keystroke Dataset
Comparative experiments are designed to explore the influence of different factors

in our models. The paper mainly compares the effect of different lengths of keystroke
sequence, different kernel sizes of CNN, different encoding methods of keystroke
sequence data, and the different basic units of RNN. Additionally, the research also
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explores the performance of models with or without data augmentation. The results of
the final experiments are also compared with previous work. Note that the length of
keystroke sequence for all the comparative experiments is 100 except the experiments
with different lengths of keystroke sequence.
5.4.1

Effects of Different Lengths of Keystroke Subsequence

The research builds comparative experiments with different lengths (50, 75, 100)
of keystroke sequence to explore the best length of free text used in the authentication
task. Experiment results are presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15. The paper
discovers when the length of keystroke sequence is short, the information is not enough
to support authentication. Conversely, when the sequence is too long, more noisy
information is imported to impair the final accuracy. Moreover, the results shows
that CNN-based model is more robust when the length of keystroke sequence change,
which can be explained by KDI can mitigate the noise imported from longer sequence.

Figure 14: Performances of different models with different keystroke lengths on Buffalo
keystroke dataset
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Figure 15: Performances of different models with different keystroke lengths on
Clarkson II keystroke dataset
5.4.2

Effects of Different Kernel Sizes of CNN

The research also builds comparative experiments with different sizes of kernels in
CNN. In order to find the best kernel size that can extract the most useful information
from data, the study tries three kinds of square kernels (3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7) in
our first CNN model. For the CNN part of CNN-RNN neuron network, the study
also tries three kinds of rectangle kernels (2 × 8, 3 × 8, and 5 × 8). Experiment results
are presented in Figure 16 and Figure 17. We discover that smaller kernels mostly
generate best result.
5.4.3

Effects of Different Kinds of Embedding Method

As mentioned in Section 3.5, the embedding methods of different keys in the
sequence data has three choices, which are index encoding, one-hot encoding, and
word2vec encoding. Considering the research fails to find enough resources to train
a word2vec model that can effectively encode different keys, the paper only builds
comparative experiments for first two methods. The experiment results are shown
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Figure 16: Performances of different models with different kernel sizes on Buffalo
keystroke dataset

Figure 17: Performances of different models with different kernel sizes on Clarkson II
keystroke dataset
in Figure 18 and Figure 19. We discover that one-hot encoding is the most powerful method, which can be explained by index encoding imports some noisy rank
information.
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Figure 18: Performances of RNN neuron network with different embedding methods
on Buffalo keystroke dataset

Figure 19: Performances of RNN neuron network with different embedding methods
on Clarkson II keystroke dataset
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5.4.4

Effects of Different RNN Structures

There are three kinds of basic units for RNN-based neuron networks, which
are RNN, GRU, and LSTM. GRU and LSTM are believed that can capture more
long-term information than RNN in sequence data. When the paper implements the
CNN-RNN neuron network, we replace the structure of the RNN part with another
two basic units to find the best choice. The experiment results are shown in Figure 21
and Figure 21. For Buffalo keystroke dataset, the final performances from three
different structures are almost same, which can be explained by that most valuable
information for this topic is stored in adjacent keystroke pairs. However, for Clarkson
II keystroke dataset, we discover that the GRU is more powerful than the other two
structures. Comparing with Buffalo keystroke dataset, Clarkson II keystroke dataset
has more noise. In this way, the final accuracy is a synthesized result, and one reason
is that LSTM is easier to cause the overfitting problem and RNN is less powerful to
capture the information.

Figure 20: Performances of RNN neuron network with different basic units on Buffalo
keystroke dataset
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Figure 21: Performances of RNN neuron network with different basic units on Clarkson
II keystroke dataset
5.4.5

Effects of Data Augmentation Technique

This survey believes that the data extracted from the input sequence is very noisy
because there are too many factors that can influence typing behavior when people are
typing on the keyboard. Therefore, Cutout is believed that can alleviate the influence
of noisy information. The paper builds comparative experiments to explore its function
and the results provide evidence that Cutout significantly improves the performance
of both two different models. In addition, we discover that the function of Cutout is
more obvious in CNN-based model, which is reasonable because that Cutout is from
computer vision and the input data (KDI) is an image-like data structure. Figure 22
and Figure 23 show the results of these experiments.
5.5

Discussion
From the results of all experiments, the paper derives some interesting insights.

For the fixed-text keystroke dataset, we discovers that "vanilla" ANN is easier to
get the best performance. This can be explained that fully connected layers is more
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Figure 22: Performances of different models with or without Cutout on Buffalo
keystroke dataset

Figure 23: Performances of different models with or without Cutout on Clarkson II
keystroke dataset
powerful than other complicated structures (eg. CNN, RNN) when the input data
is simple and noise-removing because they lost less information. For the free-text
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keystroke datasets, the performance acquired from Buffalo keystroke dataset is higher
than the performance from Clarkson II keystroke dataset. The paper believes that
the latter dataset contains more noise because it‘s collected from reality over a period
of 2.5 years, thus our models perform worse on it.

Figure 24: Different models with best parameters for Buffalo keystroke dataset
As mentioned in Section 5.4, the research builds comparative experiments with
different factors and analysis the results. We discovers that the CNN-based model
(KDI + CNN) always generate better result than RNN-CNN based model (Free-KDS
+ CNN-RNN). The paper also compares our results with the previous work from
Xiaofeng et al. (2020) [1]. The results shows that our two models both perform better
on Buffalo keystroke dataset, and generate competitive result on Clarkson II keystroke
dataset. Unfortunately, Xiaofeng et al. (2020) [1] provides little details on the feature
engineering work, so we fail to reproduce their results.
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Figure 25: Different models with best parameters for Clarkson II keystroke dataset
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
This research focuses on the authentication task by extracting time-based features
behind the adjacent keystroke events. According to the input content, people divide
the task into two categories: fixed-text keystroke dynamics-based authentication
and free-text keystroke dynamics-based authentication. For the fixed-text keystroke
dataset used in this paper, the keystroke sequences are short and same for each input
and each user. For free-text keystroke datasets, the long input sequence is divided
into a large number of subsequences with the same length, and the paper views them
as independent keystroke sequences. In this way, the keystroke sequence for this
category is different for each input and each user.
For the fixed-text keystroke dataset, the time-based features are extracted and
organized into two forms: vector and Fixed-KDS. Then the research applies Random
Forest, SVM, KNN, XGBoost, and MLP on the vector features, while the RNN-based
neuron network and CNN-based neuron network work with the Fixed-KDS features.
The experiment result shows that deep learning methods are usually more powerful,
and XGBoost also acquires a competitive performance. For the free-text keystroke
datasets, the time-based features are extracted and reorganized into two forms: KDI
and Free-KDS. The KDI is the input data of the CNN-based neuron network, while
the Free-KDS is the input data of a CNN-RNN based neuron network. Both of them
apply the Cutout technique to preprocess the data. The experiment result shows that
pure CNN is more powerful than the combination of CNN and RNN for this research
and Cutout significantly improves the performances of both two models. Moreover,
our two models both outperform the previous work in Buffalo keystroke dataset and
generate competitive results on Clarkson II keystroke dataset.
There are also some insufficient points for this paper. First, the number of subjects
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in three datasets is too small, which the largest one is only 148. Second, in our research,
we ignore the time-based information which is longer than five seconds because we
believe the "stop" action in the keystroke sequence has little valuable information and
imports noise. Therefore, there is a lack of research to explore the effective time-based
information in keystroke dynamics-based authentication. Moreover, the future input
behavior happens with different ways, so researchers should pay attention to the
authentication task with new ways of human-computer interaction. Finally, Finally,
future researchers can borrow ideas from the generative adversarial network (GAN)
to train a generative model and a classification model [29]. In this way, two models
can compete and improve each other.
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